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December 9 is the last day to get your apprentices registered for the 2017 Apprentice Program!



NEW APPRENTICES in the Program need to fill out the MPUA & Dept. of Labor apprentice
application forms. They can be found on our website under the Services tab → Apprentice Training.
CURRENT APPRENTICES are automatically registered for next year so there is no need to re-register
them.

If you have any questions on the forms, please contact Cathy Susa at csusa@mpua.org.
NOTE: If you anticipate putting a student in the program but can’t commit before the
December 9 deadline, contact Cathy Susa to be placed on draft travel schedule - we will
finalize or remove you later when you have made a final decision.

Jeff Tankersley joined the MPUA staff as Instrument
Technician, beginning August 8. Jeff began his career in
electronics and next spent 20 years working for rural
electric cooperatives. Since 2001, he has worked as an
independent contractor for municipal utilities and rural
coops. He will put those decades of experience to use as
MPUA Instrument Technician with troubleshooting and
assistance in a variety of areas including: substation
control circuitry, substation equipment and safety,
electronic equipment, SCADA systems and IED’s, fiber
data communications, AMR systems, meter testing, and
more. Jeff is an avid outdoorsman. He and his wife Shari
hail from Bluffs, IL. Special thanks to Rick Landers of
Sikeston for identifying Jeff as the perfect fit for this new
member service!

Employment Opportunities
CARTHAGE W&EP
Substation Technician 1
HANNIBAL BPW
Water & Wastewater
Plant Supervisor
2

HANNIBAL BPW
Senior Operator—Water
Treatment Plant
CITY OF MILAN
Electric Lineworker

The next time you see Chad Davis at an
MPUA function he will be representing a
different MPUA member city. After 14
years as Utility Director at Trenton
Municipal Utilities, Chad will be moving
to Rolla to become the next Operations
Manager for Rolla Municipal Utilities.
Tom Parker is currently the Operations Manager for RMU
and he will be retiring in the Spring of 2017 after 33 years
of service to the Rolla community. Starting in September,
Chad will have the opportunity to train with Tom to learn
the nuances of RMU and the City of Rolla. Chad’s role as
Chair of MoPEP, the MO Public Water Council, and other
ancillary involvement with MPUA will likely change to
some degree but this is yet to be finalized.

Full descriptions at www.mpua.org/employment_at_mpua

CITY OF MOBERLY
Director of Public Utilities

CITY OF NIXA
Electric Lineworker

CITY OF MOBERLY
Supt. of Public Utilities

CITY OF FAYETTE
Water & Sewer
Distribution Supt.
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From the President’s Desk

Duncan Kincheloe
dkincheloe@mpua.org

It Takes Many a Village for This Year’s YUGE Event!

A

pologies to both Hillary and The Donald for the headline
plagiarism to boost MPUA’s election year convention. Geared
to the political atmosphere, our 2016 conference is dubbed the
Municipal Power and Utilities Assembly. It’s a convention
format like nothing we’ve had before! Municipal delegates
throughout southern Mid-America will be assembling in
Branson to hear prominent speakers, to craft policy strategies,
and to develop programs bolstering community progress.
Headliners and thinkers leading the event include a “CNN
Hero” of clean waterways, a top energy forecaster, legislators,
RTO executives, and three APPA Chairs (present and past), as
just a sampling of our experts. Utility leaders from Mississippi
to Kansas and Louisiana to Illinois are joining Missourians and
Arkansans to listen, discuss, and dig into municipal challenges.
You know the essential topics, drawn from the quandaries of
every day and the threats around every corner:
 What’s with this “no inflation, but rising costs?”
 Finding or developing, and paying for, the technical
expertise of today’s operations
 Physical, cyber and data vulnerability (plus media/political
vulnerability)
 Preserving local influence among mega-institutions and
universal regulation
 The not-so-stayed Clean Power Plan
 Energy economics—detached from natural supply,
demand, and physics
 Mixing oil and water: trends in value per gallon
 What’s in store from the new cast in Washington next
year?
 And so much more!
Operating a utility entails some headaches. But a municipality
fortunate enough to own its utility has powerful advantages for
managing the features and future of its community. The
character of a truly local utility can resemble a natural resource
in contributing to a community’s unique identity. So handling
the headaches and stewarding the utility resource is certainly
worth the effort.
Getting together with municipal colleagues eases that effort.
First, some utilities are amazingly ingenious in dealing with
widespread problems, so let’s learn from each other. (Ideas and
experiences on looking good in our communities are valuable
to share too.) Second, one of the challenges inherent in
municipal operations is finding economies of scale. Whether it
is software, technical skills, planning expertise, or something
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else, working with colleagues allows for cost-sharing on expense
items that otherwise stick out like a sore thumb in an individual
utility budget. Finally, and often most important, coordinating
with other municipals combines our firepower in dealing with
authorities in Washington, state capitals, and regional agencies, as
well as rival interests that are growing or consolidating to garner
influence.
As economics, technology and external threats promote
centralization, we want to update the structures and mechanisms
preserving local authority and community life. Collaboration
among communities is key among those mechanisms.
Collaboration is not centralization, and it is essential at multiple
levels—local, state, regional, national. It should apply to both
delivering service and advocating policy, wherever it adds value.
Our Branson discussions will focus on these opportunities.
Wednesday afternoon we caucus on members’ financial
opportunities from MPUA transmission development plans, and
recent filings we have made defending municipal interests across
full RTO footprints. Thursday and Friday we cover topics listed
above, drilling down to specifics on cybersecurity, broadband
restrictions threatening us in state capitals, water resource
preservation and development, and much else. Friday morning
we start with a special breakfast for folks interested in updating
lineworker training.
The most crucial factor is your attendance and participation.
Showing up adds value for everyone else there while gathering
some for yourself. Come and support the whole Municipal
Ticket. We promise to hammer adjournment in time for a great
Friday afternoon on the lake, local courses or shops.
For a closer look at the great sessions and speakers, skip to page
6!◄

Using Piggy-Back
Contracts for Municipal
Sewer Rehabilitation
Barry Howell
Visu-Sewer, Inc.

M

unicipalities in Missouri have a
tremendous need for sewer evaluation
and rehabilitation work. The 2012 Clean
Watersheds Needs Survey shows that
Missouri has the greatest need for inflow
and infiltration (I/I) correction of any
state in the Union, by far. The amount of
work currently being bid and otherwise
developed in-state to address the I/I
correction need is staggering. In a bit of
serendipity, Missouri already has a
mechanism for its municipalities to secure
and perform this work.
The “mechanism” is the State’s so called
“piggy-back” law, also known as a
“cooperative procurement agreement”
law. Under various purchasing provisions
in the Missouri Code (Section 40, 70, et
al), a municipality can utilize a contract
that is publically bid by another city for
its own purposes (literally - ride the back
of another city and benefit from their
efforts). The intent is for larger
municipalities, with sophisticated
engineering, bidding, and purchasing
processes in place, to help smaller cities.
The smaller cities then benefit from the
lower prices that resulted from the

economies of scale made through the
piggy-back contracts.
The process works like this: “City A”
publishes a bid for cured-in-place-pipe
(CIPP). The bid follows the normal
procedures of engineering design,
qualifications of bidders and products,
time/date sealed bid instructions, etc In
the bid packet, City A includes a form that
says the successful low bidder agrees, per
the corresponding Missouri Code
citations, to provide these services at the
bid price to other qualifying municipalities
under a cooperative buying agreement. If
the successful low bidder agreed at the
time it submitted its bid to City A, that
same contractor now has a “piggy-back”
contract that it can offer to other
municipalities. Pricing is already set,
engineering is already done, and the
specifications and other stipulations are
already in place based on City A’s original
contract. It is also important to note that
the piggy-back provisions generate no
additional costs or obligations to the
original owner/issuer of a contract.
Simply, it is a service City A has
performed for their fellow municipalities.

Finally, and very importantly to the
successful contractor and the subsequent
cities wanting to use their contract, no
further public bidding process is required
after the original contract is awarded.
Some MPUA Members routinely include
piggyback options in their contracts.
Springfield, Carthage, Columbia,
Independence, and Monett have all
publically bid contracts with this provision
included.
Skip Schaller, General Manager of Utilities
with the City of Monett, says:
“The piggyback concept works really
well for a smaller town like Monett.
We chose to add the piggyback option
onto our contract to make the project
more appealing to contractors. Our
thought was if enough communities
used this contract, contractors would be
more interested in it and bid it making
a good competitive bid. We have been
happy how the contract has worked
and it has allowed many smaller
municipalities the opportunity to share
in the benefits this contract offers.”
(Continued on page 8)
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Assembly Attracts Top National Authorities
-Staff Contribution

P

resenters prominent in their fields
will be a prime highlight of MPUA’s 2016
Municipal Power & Utilities Assembly, as
municipal power and utility leaders from
Missouri, Arkansas, and around the
region meet September 14-16 in Branson,
Missouri, at the Hilton Branson
Convention Center.
The annual Assembly brings together
industry experts, utility and city leaders,
and elected officials from across the

country. This regional Assembly of
experts and leaders will report on trends
in the regulatory, political, economic and
technical worlds.
Even before delegates assemble to greet
old friends and make new ones at the
Wednesday evening opening reception,
those interested in RTO topics can attend
an afternoon session of MPUA’s MISO
& SPP Committees to learn the latest
about what’s happening among the
Boards and Committees of
the RTOs, and what’s next in
transmission development.
Thursday morning’s opening
keynote speaker is Deborah
Sliz, a premier expert on
policy issues affecting
consumer-owned electric
utilities. Sliz will focus on
Federal Trends in the Utility
Industries. Sliz is President
and CEO of Morgan
Meguire, LLC,
and has

more than 30 years of federal policy
experience.
Later in the morning, nationallyrecognized speaker Chad Pregracke will
inspire listeners with his passion for
changing the world, one mile of riverbank
at a time. Pregracke, founder & President
of Living Lands and Waters, is a National
Geographic speaker and 2013 CNN Hero
of the Year. Pregracke and his
organization have led communities and
whole regions in removing more than
eight million pounds of garbage from U.S.
rivers.
The morning also features insights into
energy market trends presented by
Michael Zenker, of NextEra Energy.
Zenker has over 25 years of energy
markets experience, previously at
Cambridge (CERA), and now leads
NextEra’s research on natural gas &
power markets. The morning will wrap up
with a panel of legislators on multi-state
(Continued on next page)

Electricity use accounts for 25 to 40 percent of the operating budgets for wastewater utilities and approximately 80 percent of
drinking water processing and distribution costs (NYSERDA, 2008)

Are your utilities operating as efficiently as they could be?
Siemens Infrastructure & Cities Group specializes in optimizing the efficiencies of public utilities to save you money and
capture more revenues.
We provide:








No cost/no obligation analysis of every aspect of your facilities & operations
Estimated turn-key cost of any recommended improvements
Estimated energy & operational savings gained by recommended improvements
Estimated potential revenue increases gained by recommended improvements
Design/build, turn-key contract with guaranteed fixed cost for any improvements you choose to implement
Assistance with project financing, grants, rebates, etc.
To learn more, please contact:
Gerard Puleo - Business Development Manager
Siemens Infrastructure & Cities
314-914-5188
gerard.puleo@siemens.com
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(Continued from previous page)

policy issues related to public broadband. The lawmakers will
be guided by moderator James Baller, nationally known for his
experience and knowledge as an attorney on public broadband
matters.
After learning from the morning’s array of experts, delegates
will honor colleagues at this year’s Alliance Awards Luncheon,
and enjoy the Cajun-fiddle-stylings of Terry Huval, utilities
director at Lafayette, Louisiana and former APPA Chair.
Thursday afternoon will be kicked off by a distinguished panel
of transmission experts, discussing transmission development
in the RTOs. Expert panelists will be Nick Brown, President of
SPP and Todd Hillman, Vice-President at MISO, Brown has
been at SPP more than 30 years and active with NERC and the
Electric Power Research Institute. Hillman, at MISO for 12
years, helped create and now leads operations for the MISO
South Region. John Twitty, Executive Director of the
Transmission Access Policy Studies group, will moderate the
session.

Government and Environmental Affairs, will anchor a breakout
on “Solar Panels & Your City’s Declining Funds.”
Friday morning’s MPUA board and committee meetings will
include presentations and discussions on credit strategies and
financing, community solar, a Leidos resource planning report, a
proposed Clean Energy Incentive Program, and GridLiance
transmission development.
This year a Lake Taneycomo trout fishing competition will be
offered Wednesday morning at the same time as the popular
annual Earl Switzer Memorial Golf Tournament. Our Thursday
night dinner will be a Roundup on the Trail Chuckwagon Dinner
Show, with music and tales to dig into along with a “big-asTexas” meal at the famous Shepherd of the Hills Farm &
Theater.
The biggest and best regional municipal utility event of the year
is just around the corner. Y’all come! ◄

Grid security, wastewater regulatory matters, and economic
impacts of local solar growth will anchor the Thursday’s
offerings. Duane Highley of the Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Corp will lead a grid security breakout session. In addition to
his role as President and CEO at AECC, Highley serves as CoChair of the Electric Subsector Coordinating Council which
works with the Dept. of Homeland Security on reliability and
security issues. A wastewater issues breakout will feature Trent
Stober, a regular speaker to national audiences on the water and
wastewater policy. Floyd Gilzow, MPUA’s own VP of
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(Piggy-Back Contracts...continued from page 5)

Monett’s contract, a multi-year agreement with multiple sewer
rehabilitation services included, is held by Visu-Sewer of
Missouri LLC. Visu-Sewer has completed Monett’s work per
the plans and specifications of the original contract, and also
completed several other sewer rehabilitation jobs in the state
for MPUA Members using Monett’s pricing and engineering
guidelines.
Finally, a caveat: to utilize piggy-back pricing, a municipality
must provide its own internal funding (budget monies, bond
issues, etc.). If state or federal loans and/or grants are
involved, piggy-back contract provisions do not apply.
Phil Walsack, Manager of Environmental Services for the
Missouri Public Utility Alliance, is sold on piggy-back
contracts and how they help his member cities. Phil said
recently:
“Missouri municipalities are facing a tremendous backlog of
sewer projects that need to be undertaken. Piggy-back
contracts allow our Members to concentrate on their projects,
rather than on designing specifications. Plus, our members
can address their long-term budgeting needs when the piggyback prices are set for a given period of time."
If your city is looking to do a rehabilitation project with a
minimum of effort, or if time constraints have trimmed your
window of opportunity to get a project done within a budget
year, a piggy-back contract may be a great option for your
municipality. For more information on piggy-back laws and
how they apply to sewer rehabilitation in Missouri, contact
MPUA’s Phil Walsack at pwalsack@mpua.org.◄

Barry Howell is a Business Development
Manager with MPUA Associate Member,
Visu-Sewer. Visu-Sewer provides
comprehensive inspection, maintenance and
rehabilitation of collection systems. More info
available at www.visu-sewer.com.
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Digital Developments Lead to Unusual
Utility Attachment Requests
By Ewell Lawson | elawson@mpua.org

P

ublic infrastructure - buildings, rights-of-ways, utility poles,
street lamps, utility infrastructure, city land, and other areas that
lead to easily accessed property – is becoming the new
battleground for deployment of telecommunication, data, and
internet development. 5G (5th generation mobile networks or
5th generation wireless systems) denotes the proposed next
major phase of mobile telecommunications standards beyond
the current 4G/IMT-Advanced standard, and it is this new 5G
technology that may cause municipal utility providers to retool
how they think of “pole attachments.”
Recently, the Wall Street Journal reported that a major wireless
and data telecommunications provider, Sprint Corp., is planning
to improve its network to win over customers through the
deployment of “small wireless antennas.” However, the
unusual antenna requests are not coming from the provider
directly, but through another company to site sidewalk utility
poles and collocate on existing municipal owned utility
infrastructure.
Sprint is primarily working with a Newport Beach, California
company called Mobilitie, LLC to build these cellular antenna
systems across the country. However, Mobilitie’s practice is
also to file applications under various corporate names,
including the Illinois Utility Pole Authority, NC Technology
Relay Networking, and Interstate Transport and Broadband. It
has used similar-sounding names in at least 30 states.
Another company, Missouri Network Utility Transport, LLC.
(MoNUT), is a Delaware registered LLC incorporated just six
months ago and granted utility status in Missouri by the PSC in
June. It is unknown what affiliation that this company may have
with telecommunic ations pr ovider s but other
telecommunication providers are following the Sprint-Mobilitie
model.
MPUA has received reports of member utilities receiving an
increase in requests for unusual utility pole siting requests and
attachments. Some requests have been to erect 75 foot poles in
neighborhoods and other requests are for collocation to utility
poles above the electric service supply space.

Antenna and
Risers

Ancillary
Equipment
(Disconnect
Switch), Fuse
Boxes, Risers
Meter, and
Battery Back-up

Wireless antenna attachments are far from “small.”
While the antenna itself may be small, there can be
quite a few ancillary equipment attachments that
follow, including separate service metering, fuse
boxes, risers, battery backup, and disconnect switches

In the past, wireless carriers built towers of 200 feet or more
that could send signals over large areas to cover as many
customers as possible. Now that more people use smartphones
to stream videos and surf the Web, carriers want to put lowerpower antennas closer to the ground so that fewer people will
connect to each one—resulting in less network congestion.
The use of smartphones and other wireless devices is growing
exponentially, imposing ever-increasing demand for wireline
backhaul (transmission of data back and forth between wireless
devices and core networks). As 5G (fifth-generation) wireless
(Continued on page 12)
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The Southern Sentry

Jason Carter, North Little Rock
jcarter@nlr.ar.gov

Cleaning the Continent

T

his summer, federal clean energy
initiatives took a continental twist. In late
June, President Obama met with
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
and Mexican President Enrique Peña
Nieto to discuss clean energy objectives
and solutions. The three agreed to a
nonbinding statement that included a
staggering goal: half of the energy in
North America will originate from nonpolluting sources by 2025. Since nuclear
power is considered nonpolluting, the
statement can be translated that the
federal government intends for the
combined market shares of coal, natural
gas, and oil to be reduced to 50 percent in
less than nine years.
Proponents of the statement admit that
the goal is outlandish. After all, it far
surpasses the Clean Power Plan’s original

reduction goals that were attacked as
completely untenable. But the statement
should not be dismissed. It provides
insight into four approaches the federal
government will likely use to advance
clean energy over the coming years, absent
a shift in political thought.
First, the administration will increase
the demand for clean energy at federal
facilities. The Energy Policy Act of 2005
required federal facilities to use 7.5
percent renewable energy. In 2015,
President Obama issued Executive Order
13693 increasing the requirement to 30
percent by 2025. After meeting with other
North American leaders, President Obama
shifted to include both renewable and
nuclear energy, and set a new clean energy
goal for federal facilities at 100 percent by
2025. This ever-increasing mandate will
cause federal facilities to pay greater

premiums for clean power and reward
those who can provide it.
Second, the administration will seek to
support nuclear energy similar to
renewable energy. The joint statement
identified nuclear power as a clean energy
source. It is unlikely that the federal
government can even approximate their
stated goals without expanding, or at least
maintaining, the nation’s current fleet of
nuclear power plants. This won’t be an
easy task. The Exelon Corporation
announced this summer that two nuclear
power plants in Illinois would be closing
soon due to the significant financial losses
that have plagued nuclear power. The
federal government will have to provide
regulatory or financial support for nuclear
power to remain a vital participant of
clean energy goals.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Third, the administration will incentivize the construction
of more transmission lines. A key component of the recent
multi-national meeting was to better integrate transmission
systems in order to share clean energy. Canada already produces
most of its power from hydroelectric and nuclear systems, and
has transmission lines that are intertwined with those in the
United States. Conversely, Mexico has limited renewable energy
and few interconnections crossing into the United States. The
United States has substantial wind capacity to meet clean energy
objectives, but requires new transmission pathways to enable all
of North America to achieve the agreed standards. The federal
government will likely incentivize transmission projects that will
better distribute renewable energy throughout the continent.
Fourth, the administration will continue to incentivize
renewable energy. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 created a 30
percent investment tax credit (“ITC”) to spur the construction
of renewable energy in the private sector. The tax credit has
always carried some sort of expiration date that Congress
inevitably renews. Most recently, the 2015 Omnibus
Appropriation Act extended the full ITC through 2019 with a
planned phase-out period through 2023. However, I’m betting
that the full ITC will be around through 2025. The
administration’s clean energy goals can only be met by
continuing the rapid growth of renewable energy. In the current
market, that growth won’t happen without the ITC. Since
municipal utilities don’t benefit from tax credits, public power
managers will likely find that renewable energy projects
constructed through public-private partnerships cost less than
those constructed by public utilities alone.
In my opinion, the clean energy goals jointly announced by
President Obama, Prime Minister Trudeau and President Nieto
cannot be achieved – and I think they know that. They
announced the goals as pinnacles to pursue, rather than achieve.
Nevertheless, analysis of these goals can give us insight into the
next ten years of energy policy. Renewable energy, nuclear
energy, and transmission expansion are all presented as federal
energy priorities. The presidential election may alter the
importance of these priorities (especially as they relate to fossil
fuels), but probably not much. They all relate to policies that
have spanned Republican and Democratic regimes back to
2005. Utility managers should incorporate these goals into their
long-term organizational strategy in order to best plan for the
future.◄
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(Attachments...continued from page 9)

and IoT (Internet of Things) become more
prevalent over the next few years, only fiber
networks will be able to meet surging demand
for backhaul. By the end of this decade,
analysts predict that 50 billion of these sensors
will connect to mobile networks consuming
1000 times as much data as today’s mobile
gadgets alone. This will be challenging for
mobile networks that will have to backhaul
massive amounts of data.
In response, popping antennas on existing
utility poles is something most carriers are
hoping to do.
This may cause municipal utilities
complications. In Missouri, a tower siting law
was passed in 2014 that implements time
clocks and other restrictions on review for
application approvals in the right-of-way.
These requests are typically handled by city
departments not under the jurisdiction of the
municipal utility. Likewise, for safety reasons,
pole attachment applications are under the
utility department’s purview and not under
planning and zoning.

MPUA is working to keep you
aware of the dynamic changes in
this area. Be sure to attend the
upcoming Municipal Power and
Utilities Assembly in September.
A general session on Digital
Development: Multi-State Policy
Challenges for Municipal Utilities
will be led by Jim Baller,
nationally recognized as the
most experienced and
knowledgeable attorney on
public broadband and
telecommunication matters.
Also, watch for a Broadband
Task Force meeting to be
scheduled this fall. Finally,
MPUA has developed a Pole
Attachment Model packet for
member utility use:

to handle these types of requests when
collocating to utility infrastructure.
Despite the currently afforded flexibility, it is
important to know that in more than a few
cases, these wireless antenna attachments are
far from “small.” While the antenna itself
may be small, there can be quite a few
ancillary equipment attachments that follow,
including separate service metering, fuse
boxes, risers, battery backup, and disconnect
switches. Some of the necessary attachments
are required at each end of the electric service
supply space.

Late last session, Verizon attempted to
change that flexibility with a last minute
amendment to regulate wireless antennas.
The Act was an attempted end-run around a
balanced set of federal rules, regulations and
practices that were recently adopted based on
industry and local government input. The
definition of “utility pole” was overly broad
and would require municipalities to provide
http://bit.ly/2bczyxp
access to a broad array of municipal facilities,
including street lights and traffic control
facilities. More attempts to add state
Missouri’s laws for pole attachments are different than the rightregulation to these utility infrastructure attachments are expected
of-way siting restrictions – namely that wireless antenna
in 2017.
attachments are exempted from state regulation and remain
under local control. This wireless antenna exemption for state
For questions on this topic, please contact Ewell Lawson –
regulation leaves municipal utilities with full flexibility as to how
MPUA’s Manager of Government Relations at
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To Have a City
Administrator or Not
By Floyd Gilzow | fgilzow@mpua.org

O

ne of our long time City
Administrators in Missouri retired
recently, and I heard that the town’s City
Council had decided not to hire a
replacement, period. That’s a pattern that
seems to be repeating itself more often
across the state.
We at MPUA believe in local control, and
it’s certainly appropriate for a city council,
for a broad range of reasons, to elect to
eliminate that position and assume those
responsibilities themselves. But that
decision needs to consider all the issues,
and not just money.
This particular town, like many, is
wrestling with the impact of a declining
population base (which often translates
into a declining revenue base), and they
anticipate it will be difficult without

adequate funds to
recruit and retain a
quality candidate.
Some city councils
will upgrade the
City Clerk or one
of
the
other
department heads, like the Public Works
Director or Police Chief to be the defacto City Administrator. Essentially the
city really has a city administrator, but
with another name and additional duties.
That’s a pattern that has been attempted
with varying degrees of success, but it is
still a long way from totally eliminating
the function.
It is important in this evaluation that
mayors and council members understand
that the role of a City Administrator is far

more than insuring that the various city
departments are doing their jobs,
following council priorities, being a
spokesperson for the city to various
citizen groups, and putting together an
annual work plan and city budget for city
council approval.
The City Administrator needs to help the
council, as a whole, translate their vision
for the city into a concrete plan with
measurable deliverables and offer
(Continued on page 16)
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Watkins - Whorton Personal Service Award
STEPHANIE WILSON
General Manager
Macon Municipal Utilities

Paul Jensen Individual Achievement Award
RODNEY BOURNE
General Manager
Rolla Municipal Utilities

Jack Swearingen Seven Hats Award
RON SCHEETS
City Administrator
City of Cabool, Missouri

Honor Award
MICHAEL LICKLIDER
Utilities Superintendent
St. James Municipal Utilities

Municipal Power & Utilities Assembly
14

Richard E. Malon Public Service Award

Senator
MIKE
CUNNINGHAM

Representative
TRACY
McCREERY

Representative
SHAWN
RHOADS

R-33 Rogersville

D-88 St. Louis County

R-154 West Plains

Congratulations to
the 2016 Awardees!

Robert E. Williams
System Achievement
Award

Buddy Bennett
Community Service
Award

Paris, MO

West Plains, MO

Winners will be
presented at the
Alliance Awards
Luncheon on
September 15th
during the Municipal
Power & Utilities
Assembly.

2016 ALLIANCE AWARD WINNERS
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(City Administrator...continued from page 13)

suggestions where (and how) to fill in the missing holes in the
vision. The city administrator needs to be looking toward the
city’s likely future five and 10 years or more away, to determine
what steps need to be taken between now and then either to
smooth that transition or guide the city into a separate
trajectory. He (or she) needs to resolve inter-departmental
disputes in a way that benefits the city as a whole. They are
responsible for following the monthly changes in laws and
regulations that govern how the city operates. They are also
called upon to work with colleagues across the state to either
craft creative low cost solutions to local problems, or find
solutions used in other towns that will work in their own. A
good city administrator can save the town some or all of their
salary by identifying better solutions, or avoiding costly
mistakes.
Can the Mayor or City Council members carry out these
additional duties? A few may have the background and time to
do so, but many can’t. There are options developing, especially
for smaller towns. There is a growing number of experienced
retired city administrators who may be willing to work part-time
with a smaller town. And there are some city administrators that
are choosing to work part-time for two or more towns.
The temptation to save several thousand dollars a year by not
filling this important position can sometimes be overwhelming.
But the financial relief may somewhat akin to not paying your
annual homeowner’s insurance bill. It may feel good when it
happens, but not so good when you see the tornado clouds on
the horizon. ◄

Doing whatever it takes
To provide the best customer service.

For more information about Westar Energy’s energy marketing services,
visit www.westarenergy.com/powermarketing or call 785.575.6347
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Washington Report

Security Funding and EV Adoption

T

here were two major pieces of news in July involving the
American Public Power Association and the Department of
Energy.
The DOE said it will provide APPA with funding for
member utility physical and cyber security efforts. Separately,
the association and the DOE signed a memorandum of
understanding related to electric vehicle adoption and
charging infrastructure construction.
Funding for physical, cyber security
The DOE on July 12 said it will provide up to $15 million
over three years to support efforts by APPA and the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association to further enhance the
culture of security within their utility members’ organizations.
Deputy Energy Secretary Elizabeth Sherwood-Randall
unveiled the news at an event in Washington, D.C., held by
Bloomberg on power grid physical and cyber security issues,
at which Sue Kelly, president and CEO of APPA, also spoke.
Over the next three years, the DOE funding, which is subject
to congressional appropriations, will be used by APPA and
NRECA to develop security tools, educational resources,
updated guidelines, and training on common strategies that
can be used by their member organizations to cultivate an
improved cyber and physical security culture.

APPA, DOE sign MOU to advance EV adoption,
infrastructure
Meanwhile, APPA and the DOE on July 22 said that they will
pursue collaborative efforts to advance electric vehicle adoption
and charging infrastructure construction in public power
communities across the U.S.
In signing a memorandum of understanding, APPA’s Kelly and
DOE Acting Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy David Friedman said they would both work
to develop information and resources to increase education and
awareness of the benefits of EVs to public power utilities and
local officials in a partnership called “EV Everywhere — Public
Power Charged.”
“Given our strong commitment to environmental stewardship,
public power is honored to partner with the DOE to promote
increased use of electric vehicles,” Kelly said. “We want to be
responsive to changing customer preferences and help our
members prepare for the future of transportation.”
(Continued on page 21)

Activities to bolster their members’ security capabilities will
include exercises, utility site assessments, and a
comprehensive range of information sharing with their
members.
At the Bloomberg event, Kelly said that APPA and NRECA
“are both going to get a substantial pot of dollars” to assist
their members in developing tools, techniques and outside
evaluations of their systems.
She expressed APPA’s
appreciation to DOE for providing this much-needed
assistance.
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Hydropower Watch

Nicki Fuller, SPRA
nfuller@sprahydro.com

Reallocation of Reservoir Storage

T

he federal hydropower program is
an example of a long-lasting, selfsustaining program that has greatly
benefited the American people since its
inception in 1944 by providing reliable,
clean power. Yearly, approximately 4.6
million tons of carbon dioxide, 13,900
tons of sulfur dioxide, and 5,800 ton of
nitrogen oxides are offset by the
production of federal hydropower in the
service area of the Southwestern Power
Administration (SWPA). This carbonfriendly power is delivered to over 8.2
million homes in six states in the Midwest
including Missouri and Arkansas.

However, there are competing uses for
water in the Midwest which, if not
handled properly, could hurt the
sustainability of this vital program.
Corps of Engineers (Corps) multipurpose
water resource projects, such as those
which generate the power that SWPA
markets, are authorized by Congress to
serve certain purposes — such as flood
control, hydropower production, water
supply, navigation, recreation and fish and
wildlife conservation. The costs of
building the entire project, as well as
subsequent operation and maintenance

costs, are assigned, or allocated, to the
purposes for which the project was
authorized. Statutes designate what
percentage of the allocated cost a
particular purpose has to repay to the U.S.
Treasury.
Hydropower, for example, is required to
repay 100 percent of the costs allocated to
the power purpose, a percentage of joint
costs of the project, plus interest on all
investments and reinvestments in the
project. The costs allocated to the power
purpose are recovered to the Treasury
through the rates SWPA charges for the
(Continued on next page)
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hydroelectric energy and capacity it sells to municipally
owned electric utilities and rural electric cooperatives,
including those is Missouri and Arkansas.
However, sometimes demands for water change over the
years. A project that was authorized to provide flood control
and hydropower in 1950, for example, today might also be
needed to store municipal and industrial water supply. There
are also increasing demands on water use for recreation and
fish and wildlife conservation.
The Corps has a process for meeting new municipal and
industrial water supply needs. It is called reallocation of
existing reservoir storage. A portion of storage that is
currently dedicated for flood control in the flood pool of the
project or for hydropower generation in the conservation
pool is redesignated — reallocated — to meet these new
needs. The Water Supply Act of 1958 (P.L. 85-500, Title III)
provides this authority. The Corps can reallocate existing
storage space to municipal and industrial water supply users,
provided that the reallocation did not seriously affect an
authorized project purposes or involve major structural or
operational changes.
The Corps has also issued guidance to help lead these
discretional allocations. In 1977, the Corps limited the
amount of storage that it can reallocate without
Congressional approval to the lesser of 15 percent or 50,000
acre feet of total storage capacity (ER 1105-2-100). This hard
limit was in place for nearly 40 years, before the Corps issued
a memo and legal opinion that 15 percent or 50,000 acre feet
is merely an internal approval authority threshold, not a limit
to the Corps’ discretionary authority.
Currently, the Corps is reviewing changes to its reallocation
rules. Any changes to these rules could seriously affect the
ability of SWPA to provide low cost, environmentally friendly
hydropower to the Midwest. Federal hydropower customers
realize that there are increasing demands for water. We only
ask that any reallocation for the storage of this water be done
in a fair manner. Because the federal hydropower customers
are all consumer-owned, not-for-profit electric utilities, they
have no choice but to pass along any increased cost to their
end-users resulting in higher electric bills across Missouri and
Arkansas.◄
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Virtual Game Craze Intersects with Utility Reality
-Staff Contribution

I

t’s the craze that has been sweeping the
nation! A new video game, “Pokémon
Go,” has hit a viral status and people have
been going to extreme lengths to virtually
“capture” elusive creatures in the real
world – with some spotted at utility
facilities and in restricted areas.
Gamers have been hunting down
Pokémon in offices, schools, hospitals
and backyards. Many come together in
parks and at well-known landmarks in
their quest to electronically gather Poké
Balls. Disturbingly, reports are that the
game has even led
some to climb
fences and enter
restricted areas in
an attempt to
capture them.
Other problems reported with the app
include an increase in kids getting hurt by
not paying attention to their surroundings.

Not only is this app bringing
kids to utility sites, but they
are glued to their phone
screen and not paying
attention to what is going on
around them. Utilities are
reminding employees to
perform vehicle walk arounds
and to utilize backup
assistance from co-workers
when backing up vehicles.
For the uninitiated, Pokémon
Go is a new augmented-reality
game application that sends
players on the hunt to "catch" animated
Pokémon characters that appear overlaid
on a live scene viewed through a
smartphone using GPS. The catch is that
the game, unlike the original and most
video games, requires physical exploration.
By trading the TV and couch in for a
smartphone, Pokémon Go can filter
reality into a giant game world.

Utilities across the country are urging
parents of children who play the game to
talk to them about how to be safe around
electricity and other utility properties, and
to always heed all instructions on signs
and warnings related to utility equipment
and property.
(Continued on page 25)
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One significant result of this agreement is the planned
development of a community action plan that focuses on smalland medium-sized communities with fewer than 200,000
electric customers. There are almost 2,000 public power
communities with fewer than 200,000 customers. Education
materials such as webinars and guidebooks will be created with
many different audiences in mind, including utility employees,
board of directors, city council members, mayors, and statelevel representatives.
The hope is that this will lead to increased efforts to construct
workplace charging facilities at utilities and community
businesses and allow for the study of the impacts of EVs in
public power communities, their utility infrastructure, and the
modern grid.
APPA will be able to share updates from the broader EV
Everywhere Utility Partnership and give industry input on EVrelated policy and technical issues through the DOE’s
Quadrennial Energy Review and Quadrennial Technology
Review.
“APPA has shown tremendous leadership in promoting EVs
among its network of public utilities, and with this MOU, we
are eager to work together to electrify transportation with clean
and renewable power in our biggest cities and smallest towns,
ensuring that EVs truly are everywhere,” Friedman said.◄
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Member Spotlight

Benton, AR
By Kerry Cordray | kcordray@mpua.org

100 Years of History, Capped by 3 Decades of Explosive Growth

A

century of success is worth a
celebration. And to celebrate the 100th
birthday of Benton Utilities this October,
the utility will host an ice cream social on
courthouse square in Benton for their
customers.
Benton‘s water and wastewater
operations, going strong since 1916, were
joined by its electric department only two
years later. Fast forward eight decades,
and big change was in order. The city’s
utilities were separately run by the Benton
City Council until the operations were
unified with the founding of the Benton
Public Utilities Commission in 2004. That
reorganization was needed because of a 20
-year run of rapidly increasing growth.
GETTING AHEAD OF THE
GROWTH
Benton is still growing – like wildfire, like
gangbusters, like a mushroom. Like
whatever growth metaphor you like the
best. Its rapid growth has created
challenges to its utilities that haven’t let
up. But Benton Utilities has risen to the
challenge and continues to plan and build
for even greater growth.
“Most cities will tell you – community
growth, overall, is a pretty good problem
to have,” said Terry McKinney, Benton
Utilities’ general manager since 2005. With

an estimated 2015 census of 34,177,
Benton’s population has increased almost
50 percent since 2000, and nearly doubled
in size since 1990. The city is also the
county seat of Saline County, the fourthfastest growing county in Arkansas since
2000.
“Our growth has been much faster than
state and national averages. Practically,
that means our utility infrastructure has
had to double in size over the last few
decades just to keep up,” McKinney
explained further. “Add to that the work
we’re still doing to take on continued
growth, and maybe you’ll have an idea of
how much we have had to do.”
MEETING WASTEWATER NEEDS
One of the great infrastructure challenges
in Benton has been the development and
expansion of wastewater collection and
treatment systems sufficient to meet
capacity needs and also to protect
downstream water quality. The city’s
wastewater treatment outflow runs to a
small tributary of the Saline River. Large
portions of the Saline are protected by the
state as Extraordinary Resource
Waterbodies, which means additional laws
are in place for its protection.
A 2005 state consent order requiring the
city to address sanitary sewer overflows

meant the city needed to make rapid
improvements to its system. In 2006,
citizens took the first step, passing a new
$26 million bond issue for additional
improvements. “One of the first things
we had to do upon the mid-2000s
reorganization of our utilities was build a
60 million gallon equalization basin just to
hold incoming wet weather overflow,”
said McKinney. The city’s collection
system also needed greater capacity. “The
largest receptor line we had when I came
on the job was 12 inches,” McKinney
said. “When we got done with the new
design and installations, we had 36
inches.”
A 2009 wastewater treatment plant
expansion added five million gallons per
day of processing capacity and included a
new digester, clarifier, and UV
disinfection system. The utility’s attention
to wastewater issues is paying off. “What
we are discharging now is a very highquality effluent,” said Randy Hawkins, the
city’s assistant wastewater manager.
One technology that helps the utility
continue expanding the collection system
is called “pipe bursting” – a way to replace
and upsize buried sewer lines without
digging a typical construction trench. The
process involves using hydraulic power to
pull a device through the existing line that
ruptures the existing line and pulls a new,
(Continued on page 24)
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Top Left: Benton Utilities water filter plant
Middle: Benton Utilities substation
Bottom Right: Benton Utilities electric crew
prepare to install a new pole

Below: Benton Utilities
wastewater treatment
plant

ABOUT BENTON UTILITIES
ELECTRIC: Benton Utilities maintains approximately 600 miles of electric line and 4,991 streetlights. It serves more than 13,500
meters. Benton Utilities owns one of the four substations serving the city and is building another scheduled to go online in 2017.
The electric utility established service in 1904.
SEWER: The first sewers in Benton were constructed in 1916. Benton Utilities maintains about 250 miles of gravity sewer and
140 lift stations, with about 10 miles of force main and about 4,000 manholes. The current Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
was constructed in 1976. The WWTP processing average design flow is currently 8.3 million gallons-per-day (GPD), with a capacity
of 12 million GPD. The facility uses an irrigation system to land apply waste and treated wastewater to a city owned 155-acre farm.
The receiving stream is an unnamed tributary to Depot Creek which flows to the Saline River.
WATER: Benton’s drinking water system was first established in 1916. The current water treatment plant was constructed in
1964. Its last major update was in 1990. The system is able to meet current water regulation standards, delivering its water through
more than 200 miles of water mains. The source of the city’s water comes from the Saline River. Water usage currently averages
about 5.3 million gallons per day, with a plant capacity of 13 MGD.
MPUA MEMBERSHIP: Benton Utilities has been part of MPUA since 2012, when they joined MJMEUC as an advisory member.
The utility signed a 2014 Power Purchase Agreement with MJMEUC for 5MW base load power from the Plum Point power plant in
Osceola, Ark. The agreement began in April, 2014 and will extend for the life of the unit.
Other Arkansas utilities that are MPUA members include Clarksville, Conway Corporation, Jonesboro, North Little Rock, Osceola,
Paragould, Piggott, Siloam Springs and West Memphis. Many became members as a natural extension of the cities’ connections to
the Plum Point power project.
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(Benton...continued from page 22)

and often larger-capacity, line into place as the old line is torn
out ahead of it. “We’ve done about 2,000 to 3,000 feet of new
collection lines per year since we began pipe bursting
operations in the early 2000s, and we’ll need to keep it up until
we are finished replacing at least 25,000 feet of line,” said
Hawkins.
ELECTRIC SYSTEM EXPANSIONS
Naturally, rapid development also has spurred electric system
changes. Nearly all the city’s electric distribution infrastructure
has been added or replaced since the mid-1980s. Almost every
circuit and pole has been re-engineered, relocated or reset. In
2014, the city added its own substation to four others operated
by Entergy. A sixth station is now under construction by the
city for a scheduled May 2017 startup, and yet another
substation is in the planning stages for 2019.
New technology and machinery has helped the electric system
meet upkeep needs, including advanced meters and a SCADA
system. Installations in new residential developments are now
going in underground, and the electric department has
purchased its own boring machine. Other upgrades and
additions to the utility’s fleet of field equipment include
conversions of bucket trucks with an overhauled ‘box’ and
boom placed on a new truck chassis and the purchase of a
skylift, a portable bucket vehicle that can be moved and
operated in less-accessible spaces like residential backyards.
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CHALLENGES AHEAD
In July, Benton Utilities broke ground on an all-new Customer
Service Center. Slated to open in January 2017, the new center
will move the utility’s customer service operations out of city hall,
relocating them to the area of a major new city community center
& park development. Much of the construction and finishing of
the building will be performed by Benton Utilities’ own
employees.
A huge challenge ahead for Benton Utilities from 2017 to 2020
will be the relocation of utilities impacted by the planned
widening of Interstate 30. Benton is divided on either side of the
interstate. The planned widening of 5 miles of the highway –
from four to six lanes – by the U.S. highway system will require
massive amounts of local electric, sewer and water system
relocations.
Both its 100-year history and its more recent decades of steady
growth would indicate that Benton Utilities is up to the task of
whatever comes next.◄

(Pokémon...continued from page 20)

One utility communications official said this to his customers,
“We know you want to #CatchEmAll, but always do so at a
safe distance from electric substations and other electric
equipment. Entering an electric substation is both a crime
and incredibly dangerous, and members of the public should
never attempt to gain access for any reason. Another capture
is not worth the risk of serious injury. Utilities cannot control
where the Pokémon appear, making it important for players
to make sure they catch their Pokémon from a safe distance.”
Another municipal utility official told customers, “As you
battle, train, and capture your Pokémon, just remember you
are in the real world, too! We want to remind parents and
children to be alert at all times and stay aware of your
surroundings. Pay careful attention to signs or warnings near
or around high-voltage electrical utility equipment. Never
climb utility poles, transmission towers, or substation fences.
Say ‘Pokémon NO’ to unsafe activities. Catching ‘em all is
not worth personal injury or arrest. #PokémonGo
#PokémonNO #SafetyFirst”
Other utilities are taking this opportunity to add to their
ongoing customer safety awareness campaigns by sharing
these important safety tips with customers:









Stay out of electrical facilities, such as substations and
power plants, even if the game leads to that equipment.
NEVER touch electrical equipment, including
transformers and power lines.
NEVER enter an active work zone, which could contain
moving equipment and excavations.
Do not climb power poles or throw things into power
lines.
Stay away from power lines that have fallen, because they
can still be energized.
Power lines near trees also pose a danger; exercise
caution and check for power lines before climbing a tree.

For help in communicating to your customers on issues like
this or other, contact MPUA’s Public Information Officer at
573-445-3279 or kcordray@mpua.org◄

Natural Gas Fired
Electricity Facilities
Among the most
efficient and
environmentally
advanced power
stations in the world.

Proud to be an Associate Member of MPUA
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Regulatory Review

Doug Healy, Healy Law Offices
doug@healylawoffices.com

Summer Update: Transmission, FERC, RTOs

B

etween MJMEUC reaching a mutually beneficial
agreement with Clean Line, to meetings with FERC
Commissioners and more Regional Transmission Organization
(RTO) issues, it has been a busy summer on the legal and
regulatory front!
Grain Belt Express - Clean Line Project
MJMEUC has executed a contract with Clean Line for up to
200 megawatts of transmission access across the Grain Belt
Express. If approved, the Grain Belt Express, with the
proposed capability to carry up to 4,000 megawatts across its
direct current lines, will run from Kansas to Indiana. It will
cross northern Missouri from roughly St. Joseph to Hannibal,
and will have an interconnection with the alternating current
system in eastern Missouri with the Ameren system.
This exciting opportunity will allow access to MISO members
of MJMEUC to purchase low cost – high capacity wind
resources from SPP, with low line losses and a known

transmission price far into the future. This will create
significant savings for MJMEUC members, and give additional
flexibility to MJMEUC to serve its members’ needs, as well as
further price certainty into the future of MJMEUC resources.
The next step for Clean Line in the Grain Belt Express project
is to gain regulatory approval at the Missouri Public Service
Commission (MoPSC). Clean Line has re-filed for a certificate
of convenience and necessity at the MoPSC, and with the
benefit that MJMEUC is receiving from the transaction, Clean
Line is in a much better position than in their previous attempt
to gain a certificate of convenience and necessity.
MJMEUC is currently completing the other steps necessary for
us to serve our members with affordable renewable energy
over the Grain Belt line, and we are optimistic that Clean Line
will be able to overcome the remaining hurdles needed to
complete the project.
More PURPA News
On June 6, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) issued an order denying Tri-State Generation and
Transmission’s Declaratory Judgment
request, that had requested the ability to pass costs that had
been incurred due to its members interconnecting with
PURPA Qualified Facilities back to those members. This order
again demonstrates that without a clear PURPA plan that is
adopted by the members and approved by FERC, PURPA
allows Qualifying Facilities to directly connect to retail
distribution members, which in turn increases the costs of all
members in a full requirement pool.
As addressed by the MJMEUC board in December, we have
steadily been preparing our compliance on this matter, and will
be contacting the full requirement cities shortly so that PURPA
(Continued on next page)
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Qualifying Facilities will be compensated at MJMEUC’s
wholesale avoided cost, rather than the retail distribution
avoided cost.
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO)
Once again, we are looking at the possibility of involuntary
capacity markets in MISO. The Competitive Retail Solution
(CRS) proposed by MISO would require load in Illinois to
purchase their capacity from an involuntary capacity construct
administrated by MISO. While the initial concept may not cause
harm to MJMEUC members, the problem, as with the eastern
markets, is rule creep. Eastern capacity markets have regularly
seen rule changes, often multiple times per year, that are
designed to advantage large investor-owned utilities at the
expense of smaller municipals and cooperatives. At this time,
MJMEUC, along with other similarly situated utilities within
MISO, sees no need for an involuntary capacity market in
MISO.
Southwest Power Pool (SPP)
In SPP, we recently reviewed a proposal by Kansas City Power
& Light that would prevent municipals from becoming
transmission owners within SPP if they are not already
transmission owners. The proposal, clearly targeted at
municipals with transmission assets and our Gridliance
partners, has been met with substantial push-back at SPP along
with a swift reply from MJMEUC. We don’t expect the KCPL
proposal to garner much, if any, support within SPP, but will
continue to monitor this matter.

TAPS Meeting FERC Commissioners and Staff
In July, various members of the Transmission Access Policy
Study Group (TAPS), including MJMEUC, met with both
FERC Staff and Commissioners. The meeting with FERC
Reliability Staff covered the topic of the spare transformer
program under the FAST Act, and NERC’s changing emphasis
from standards developments to analysis of current business
practices. There was also discussion with the Reliability Staff
regarding the new efforts by FERC to gather industry data
from NERC and their analysis of that data. FERC has assured
TAPS and others that the data will be adequately protected,
but FERC does plan, independently from NERC, to analyze
the industry data. The energy infrastructure staff also indicated
an interest in the spare transformer program, as well as
additional coordination between the utility industry and FERC
regarding cyber security threats.
In our meetings with Chmn. Bay, Comm. LaFleur and Comm.
Honorable’s staff, we discussed mandatory capacity markets
and the competitive transmission building process, along with
other topics. There was an interest from the FERC
Commissioners and staff in capacity markets, and the problems
that municipals are facing in those markets. FERC does not
seem inclined to replicate what has previously been done in the
eastern markets, and was also cognizant of the multiple state
attempts to fix capacity issues in states where involuntary
capacity markets already existed. There was also a strong
interest in the competitive transmission process, and in
keeping costs as low as possible for consumers through the
Order 1000 process.◄
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